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4 SOMETHING
VERY SPECIAL

FOR CHRISTMAS
FROM BRENDA

AND BERNIE

IMATEUR RAPIA
EXCHANGE

Christmas,we are always told, is the season of good -will
to all men. But now Brenda has decreed that it should be the
season of good -will to the ladies as well.

So, if you have the nerve to spend £500 or more on a rig
at either Acton or St Helens in the month of December, Bernie
has agreed that the woman in your life should be presented
with a beautiful 12 -piece bone china coffee service from us as
some sort of compensation.

That way you can have the rig you want as your Christmas present ...the peace will be
kept at home... and you can even have a Brenda's cup of coffee any time you want!

1

Yaesu's latest HF
transceiver, which fits neatly
into their range between the
FT -102 and the FT -ONE...
and is an obvious competitor
for the mythical (or merely
elusive?) Trio TS -930.
Features like general coverage receive,notch filter, pass -band
tuning and IF shift will make this rig a top -of -the -market bargain
at a price yet to be announced, but which we anticipate will be
not a million miles from £925

IC -R70
Presenting the
best in today's
receiver
technology
from ICOM,
featuring:
 Two VFOs  Frequency range 100kc - 30MHz
 Three IFs 70MHz/9MHz/455kHz  HF pre -amp
 Sensitivity 0.5 mv AM -0.32 /Iv S/N 12dB

All this ...and much more...for £469

FT -102
A worthy successor in the Yaesu range to the evergreen FT -101
series, with so many extra features.
 Notch filter  Three 61466 final tubes  IF shift control  Band
width control from 2.7kHz to 500Hz  APF control  RF processing
 Tunable audio network for speech tailoring  SSB/CW/AM/FM
OUR PRICE OF £725 INCLUDES AM/FM BOARD

IC -740
The latest addition to the
ICOM transceiver range, this
gives all mode coverage-
AM/CW/SSB/FM - right
across the amateur bands
from 1.8 to 30MHz.

Incorporating such
features as IF shift, pass -
band tuning and notch -filter as standard, this is one rig
that has to be seen and tried by anyone in the market for a really
top-quality base station.

It's always been our policy to offer our customers the widest
choice of amateur radio receivers and transmitters to be found under
one roof anywhere in the UK plus the facility to try them out, one
against the other, to find the one that's right for you.

Well, now we're doing the same with communication terminals for
decoding RTTY, CW, ASCII and AMTOR. Where else will you find complete
ranges of decoders by AEA, MICRODOT, MICROWAVE MODULES,TA,SCO -
TELEREADER and TONO at prices starting from&175 for receive -only up
to &700 for top -of -the -range receive -and -transmit equipment like the
CWR- 685 as illustrated?

One item you certainly won't find in many other places is the
unique British -made ICS AMTOR decoder for which we have just been
appointed the sole London retailers!
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373 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON, LONDON W3 9RH
Tel: 01-992 5765/6/7 Just 500 yards east of Ealing Common station
on the District and Piccadilly Lines, and 207 bus stops outside.

LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS * Ask for written
quotation on HP terms. Also interest -free terms with
50% deposit.

BARCLAYCARD

CREDIT CARD SALES BY TELEPHONE

OUR PRICE £649

136 GLADSTONE STREET, ST HELENS, MERSEYSIDE
Tel: 0744 53157 Our North West branch run by Peter (G4 KKN),
just around the corner from the Rugby Ground.
Closed Wednesday at Acton and Monday at St Helens, but
use our 24 -hour Ansafone service at either shop.

Phone for up-to-date price information, or
send 50p for our full Stock List

(refundable against any purchase over f51.




